Week 2 “Getting Around”
Howdy, and welcome to WEEK 2 of our Weave & Stitch Along! This week, we're GETTING
AROUND, and the main objective is to FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS!
Have your original TURTLE Loom or your Zoom/square loom ready with a woven fabric on it,
and choose two different colors for the embroidery. We will be using the Running Stitch once
more, but this time we will get around on our little looms in all directions and work a design that
almost looks like a “Nautical Flag”.
You may follow these written instructions, or watch the video for Week 2 on YouTube (see
resources below).

Goals
-

Learning to “start in the middle”
Use the Running Stitch to get around on your loom fabric in different directions
Learn how to count threads when the Running Stitch doesn’t go straight
Work in a way that it “looks good” on both sides

General Materials
-

A pin loom (either the original TURTLE Loom™ or a 4” square pin loom with 31 x 31 threads, like
the Schacht Zoom loom), readily woven.
A tapestry needle, size 16, or any other needle of your liking (metal or plastic)
Scissors
A ruler or measuring tape to measure the thread/yarn
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Materials Needed for This Week
Note: You don’t have to use the same yarns/threads that are used in the demonstration. Use your own
stash or choices for both the canvas weaving and the embroidery. The yarns used in the video and in this
worksheet are used to demonstrate variety and serve as reference.
You will need 2 differently colored strands (any mix of different materials or colors), each 24” long (use
a ruler to quickly measure the length). For this demonstration, I used the “red” and “black” from the
Lion Brand Bonbon, 100% Cotton, Color 630 Beach.
This week we will also need two rubber bands.

This Week’s Stitch: The Running Stitch
We are using the Running Stitch one more time, because it will help us to getting around on our loom.
You can quickly review how to work the stitch in last week’s materials or on the DMC Embroidery
Stitches web page (https://www.dmc.com/us/p-uncategorizedembroidery-stitches.html)

A Note About Direction
I highly recommend that you hold the loom always in the same position while you are working this
week’s design. This will maximize the learning effect of working in different directions. You will work to
the left and to the right, up and down, and in the diagonal (up, down, right, left). Practicing different
directions now will help you in the future.
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Week 2 Challenge
To a lot of serious embroiderers, it matters that the reverse side looks as good as the top one. If you
follow the instructions, the back side of your work will look very geometric. It’s almost like a puzzle. This
week’s challenge is to post a picture of BOTH sides of your work! Please note that this challenge is
optional.

Thursday Mystery Challenge
On Thursday, I will post a mystery challenge. I will provide instructions, and if you follow them, you will
create a certain motif which will reveal the mystery to be solved. Check this week’s turtleloom.com blog
post on Thursday for more info!

How-To Instructions
Instructions
Choose your first yarn/thread
sample (24”).

Zoom/Square Loom

TURTLE/Hexagon Loom

Put the rubber bands over the
corner nails as shown.

Put the rubber bands over the
black nails as shown.

Fold in half, and make a slip
knot near the middle.
Thread one end through your
needle.
Use two rubber bands to find
the center of your work area.
Note: It will not be exactly the
center, since there are odd
numbers of threads. “Close
enough is good enough.”
Stitch from the bottom up
through the opening where the
rubber bands overlap and form
a little diamond. This is about
the center of your fabric.
Remove the rubber bands
carefully.
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Instructions
All Running Stitches will go
over 2 threads, like in Week 1.

Zoom/Square Loom

We will work the design in four
sections, beginning at the top
left quarter.
From the center, work 3
Running Stitches to the LEFT.
This is the first row.
Then count 2 threads UP and
come up (with the needle).
Work 3 Running Stitches to the
RIGHT. This is the second row.
Count 2 threads UP and come
up.

Work 2 Running Stitches to the
LEFT. This is the third row.
Now count 2 threads UP and
count 4 threads to the RIGHT,
then come up. Let’s call that
the “big travel”.

Work 1 Running Stitch to the
RIGHT. This is the fourth and
last “row” in this quarter
section.
Count 2 threads UP and come
up.
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TURTLE/Hexagon Loom

Instructions
To work a diagonal stitch,
count 2 threads to the LEFT
and two DOWN. This will share
the same hole with the
previous stitch that you made.

Zoom/Square Loom

Count 2 to the LEFT and come
up.
Repeat the last two step 2
more times to make a total of 3
diagonal stitches.
Do not come up at the last
stitch but release the needle
from the thread.

This quarter is complete.
Thread the other half of the
yarn/thread and come up 2
threads below from the center.

Work 3 Running Stitches to the
LEFT (second row).
Count 2 threads DOWN and
come up.
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TURTLE/Hexagon Loom

Instructions
Work 2 Running Stitches to the
RIGHT (third row).

Zoom/Square Loom

Work a “big travel” (2 DOWN, 4
to the LEFT) and come up.

Work 1 Running Stitch to the
LEFT (fourth row).
Count 2 threads DOWN and
come up.

For the diagonal stitches, count
2 to the RIGHT and 2 UP to
meet the previous stitch.
Count 2 to the RIGHT to come
up.
Repeat the last two step 2
more times to make a total of 3
diagonal stitches.
Do not come up at the last
stitch but release the needle
from the thread.
This completes the second
quarter section, and you are
done with your first color.
Your design now looks a little
bit like an hour glass.
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TURTLE/Hexagon Loom

Instructions
Prepare a 24” long piece of
thread/yarn in another color.

Zoom/Square Loom

TURTLE/Hexagon Loom

Start once more in the center
(the same hole where you
started the first time).
You will work another “hour
glass” in your second color,
filling in the top right quarter
first, then the bottom left
quarter.
Let’s try if you can work without photos at this point. You see a photo of the completed section below.
You have done all the stitches, just in different directions!
If needed …
- Use the photos above for comparison
- Watch the video instructions
- Ask for help (gabi@texasgabi.com)
Here is the to-do list for the
top right quarter:
- 3 Running Stitches to
the RIGHT (first row).
Count 2 threads UP
and come up.
- 3 Running Stitches to
the LEFT (second row).
Count 2 threads UP
and come up.
- 2 Running Stitches to
the RIGHT (third row).
- Big travel (2 UP, 4 to
the LEFT) and come up.
- 1 Running Stitch to the
LEFT (fourth row). 2
threads UP and come
up.
For the diagonal stitches, count
2 to the RIGHT and 2 DOWN to
meet the previous stitch, then
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Instructions
count 2 to the RIGHT to come
up.
Repeat the last two step 2
more times to make a total of 3
diagonal stitches.

Zoom/Square Loom

Do not come up at the last
stitch but release the needle
from the thread.
Undo the slip knot on the back,
thread that end into the
needle, and you are ready to
start the last, bottom left
quarter.
From the center, count 2
threads DOWN and bring the
needle and yarn up as shown.
Here is the to-do list for the
bottom left quarter:
- 3 Running Stitches to
the LEFT (first row).
Count 2 threads DOWN
and come up.
- 3 Running Stitches to
the RIGHT (second
row). Count 2 threads
DOWN and come up.
- 2 Running Stitches to
the LEFT (third row).
- Big travel (2 DOWN, 4
to the RIGHT) and
come up.
- 1 Running Stitch to the
RIGHT (fourth row). 2
threads DOWN and
come up.
For the diagonal stitches, count
2 to the LEFT and 2 UP to meet
the previous stitch, then count
2 to the LEFT to come up. Work
a total of three diagonal
stitches.
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TURTLE/Hexagon Loom

Instructions
Repeat the last two step 2
more times to make a total of 3
diagonal stitches.

Zoom/Square Loom

Do not come up at the last
stitch but release the needle
from the thread.
Take the fabric off the loom
and tie the ends.
Note that the wrong side
actually looks pretty decent!

Clip the ends about 3/8” or to
your liking.
Optional: Carefully add a drop
of super glue to each knot to
secure them.
Congratulations! Your Week 2
motif is complete!
The photos to the right show
the top and reverse sides.
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TURTLE/Hexagon Loom

Now What?
Make sure to post a picture or two!
If you feel that you’d like to navigate a little bit more, you can google “nautical flags” to see complete
alphabets for nautical flags. Some of them could be made using the Running Stitch …

Exit Strategy (with a Smile)
You’re thinking: All this up and down and sideways and diagonal is making you dizzy. You don’t like dizzy
work, and Gabi says there’s more of that coming …
Here is this week’s suggestion for a graceful exit: Take the two motifs that you made so far and crochet
them together with one row of single crochet, leaving one side open. Add about 100 chain stitches, and
you have a cute amulet pouch. Put a treat into it to make a little person happy. Works well for special
sea shells and other small treasures, too.
Note: You can still make these amulet pouches, even if you don’t have a problem with the dizzy.

Trouble Shooting






To avoid that the embroidery yarn/thread gets stuck on the pins … On the hexagon loom:
Slide the canvas all the way up to the heads of the nails … On the Zoom loom: Gather the
embroidery yarn/thread in the center of your work between stitches.
If you made a mistake … pull out the needle, then pull the yarn/thread out one stitch at a
time until you get to the point where you made the mistake. Then re-thread the needle and
pick up where you left.
If you are not sure what happened and how to fix it, contact me at gabi@texasgabi.com
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Resources
The video instructions for this week are on YouTube at https://youtu.be/0-IKcEBEm18
Information about this Weave & Stitch Along can be found on our blog at www.turtleloom.com
DMC Embroidery Stitch Guide https://www.dmc.com/us/p-uncategorizedembroidery-stitches.html

Recap from Week 1
Here are a few questions and ideas that came up during Week 1:
Amber started a Ravelry Bundle to make it super easy to access all the Weave & Stitch Along projects
that people have started on Ravelry. Go to www.ravelry.com/bundles/weave--stitch-along to see all the
projects! If you started a Ravelry project, but don’t see it in this bundle, please contact Amber or me so
that we can add you.
We have a Pinterest Board that shows pictures of many participant’s works at
www.pinterest.com/TexasGabi/weave-stitch-along/. If you don’t see your photos on this board and
would like to share your project pictures, please contact me.
Teresa asked about weaving in ends. If you are working towards making the table topper, I recommend
that you weave in the ends on the embroidered motifs.
Teresa also asked if it’s ok to start weaving the other squares/hexagons that we will need for the table
topper? The answer is absolutely YES!
Amber, Hazel, and Cindy used a speed method, using their weaving needles to work the Running Stitch
in one pass per row! This is certainly a good way to get done quickly.
Marsha finished her hexagon as a puffed ornament and is thinking of making it an Art Abandonment
contribution.
Please remember that you can use the hashtag #WSAlong on social media like Instagram and Twitter.
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